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Abstract

A new content based, box constrained, active set projected Newton method is presented which solves
for the heads, the pipe flows and the nodal outflows of a water distribution system in which nodal outflows
are pressure dependent. The new method is attractive because, by comparison with the weighted least
squares energy and mass residuals (EMR) damped Newton method previously published by the authors, (i)
it typically takes fewer iterations, (ii) it does not require damping, (iii) it takes less wall-clock time, (iv) it
does not require the addition of any virtual elements and (v) it is algorithmically easier to deal with. Various
pressure outflow relationships (PORs ), which model nodal outflows, are considered and two new PORs are
presented. The new method is shown, by application to eight previously published case study networks with
up to about 20,000 pipes and 18,000 nodes, to be up to 5 times faster than the EMR method and to take
between 34% and 70% fewer iterations than the EMR method.

Keywords:Active set method; Water distribution systems; Pressure dependent analysis; Pressure outflow
relations; Content model; Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions

INTRODUCTION

Water engineers are frequently required to find the hydraulic steady-state pipe flows and nodal heads of
water distribution system (WDS) models by solving the set of non-linear equations which model the energy and
mass balance within the system under some known water demand requirements. The Newton methods that
are typically used to solve WDSs are particularly suitable for demand driven models (DDMs) because (i) the
derivatives in the system exist everywhere, (ii) the Jacobian is very sparse, (iii) the existence and uniqueness
of the solution is guaranteed in many cases, and (iv) in most cases the convergence is quadratic (meaning
that, asymptotically, the number of correct decimal digits approximately doubles at every iteration (Isaacson &
Keller 1966, 95)). However, slow convergence or convergence failure (e.g. because of overshooting) can occur if
the hydraulic equations involve sublinear functions (Piller et al. 2017). Examples of sublinear functions include
(i) the inverse head loss formulae involved in the nodal method (Todini & Rossman 2013), (ii) the orifice equation
for leakage outflow prediction and (iii) the inverse power outflow relation (POR ) with an exponent greater than
one. Various authors have addressed these problems, with some success, by introducing an underelaxation factor
in the Newton iterations (Todini & Rossman 2013, Siew & Tanyimboh 2012, Giustolisi et al. 2008, Piller & Van
Zyl 2007, Piller et al. 2003, Jun & Guoping 2013). Even so, the interest in pressure dependent models (PDMs),
where the flow delivered to a network node is determined by the nodal pressure, has arisen because the simpler
DDMs sometimes have solutions that are mathematically correct but not physically realizable.

The PORs (or consumption functions) used in PDMs determine the levels of delivery at nodes when the nodal
pressures are insu�cient to satisfy the nominal demands (i.e. the demands that would ideally be delivered):
the POR sets delivery at zero for pressure heads smaller than a minimum pressure head, it sets delivery at
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the nominal demand d if the pressure head is higher than a prescribed maximum and between those levels for
positive pressure heads which are insu�cient to deliver the full nominal demand. PDM problems were given
a sound theoretical underpinning with the observation of Deuerlein (2002) that for almost all of the relevant
elements of a WDS model (including PDM nodes) a strictly monotone subdi↵erential mapping between flow
and head loss, or in the case of a POR , between the outflow and the pressure, can be identified, ensuring that
the corresponding content and co-content functions are strictly convex and thereby guarantee uniqueness of the
solution.

The fact that PDM methods require a POR adds complexity to the solution process and convergence
problems quickly became evident on even small PDM problems in the early days of pressure dependent modelling.
Thus, a robust and rapidly convergent method which solves the PDM problem was presented in Elhay et al.
(2016). That method can be considered the PDM counterpart of the Global Gradient Method (GGA) for the
DDM problem and its success stems from the use of a Weighted Least Squares (WLS) optimization formulation
combined with the line search algorithm of Goldstein (1967). The resulting damped Gauss-Newton method,
which can be referred to as the energy and mass residuals (EMR) method, overcomes the poor convergence or
convergence failures associated with the undamped Newton method for such problems and was found to reliably
solve even quite challenging PDM problems rapidly. An important feature of the EMR method is that it uses
an algorithm for which convergence can be mathematically proved.

The widely-used WDS solver, EPANET (Rossman 2000), uses head loss formulae which have a linear or
superlinear (q2) dependence on flow, q. Using a POR to determine the delivery at the nodes can introduce a
sublinear element. In such cases convergence can su↵er if the head and flow estimates in the iterative process
that solves the nonlinear equations are far from the solution (Piller et al. 2017). Hence the need for damping.

Lippai & Wright (2014)) modelled PDM nodes by adding the following virtual elements: flow control valve
(FCV), throttle control valve (TCV), link with a check valve (CV) and a reservoir to the network for each
PDM node to produce a virtual controls equivalent network. More recently a similar approach was presented
by Mahmoud et al. (2017). They connected control devices only to those nodes that a previously run DDM
simulation identified as being in a PDM condition. These changes introduce only superlinear characteristics
and, apart from extreme conditions, usually result in good convergence. The disadvantage of these approaches
is that each such circumvention entails the addition of up to four elements per PDM node and can quickly lead
to very large increases in the total number of degrees of freedom in the model. The significance of this increase
is evident from the numbers in Table 1 which show the link, node and source counts for eight virtual control
networks that are the equivalents of eight case study networks considered later in this paper. Columns 2–4 of
Table 1 show the numbers of pipes, np, nodes, nj and sources nf in the actual networks. Columns 5–7 show,
for the virtual controls equivalent networks, the number of links (pipes and virtual control valves), nv

p +nv
c , the

number of nodes, nv
j , the number of sources, nv

f . The significant increase in the size of the network problem
that has to be solved is seen in the ratios (nv

p + nv
c )/np, nv

j/nj and nv
f/nf . In addition to the huge increases

in the numbers of links, nodes and sources (between 211 and 369% more links, between 176 and 300% more
nodes and between 6,025 and 102,313% more sources), the equivalent virtual system may require the large extra
computational cost of checking the states (at each iteration) of the extra virtual valves that are not in the
original system (more than 30,600 for the case of network N8). The technique of Mahmoud et al. (2017) is more
economical but still increases the number of degrees of freedom in the model significantly.

In this paper a new content-based alternative to the EMR method is presented. This method, which solves
for the nodal outflows as well as pipe flows and nodal heads, uses an Active Set Method (Hager & Zhang 2006)
and will be referred to by the acronym ASM. The content-based optimization of the ASM formulation has only
box constraints while the EMR method optimization has linear constraints which require selective projection
methods (see Elhay et al. (2016) for EMR details and Hager & Zhang (2006) for a detailed discussion of this
topic) which are harder to deal with. Moreover, the new method does not require the addition of any control
devices. The new method is also attractive because it typically takes fewer steps than the EMR method.
Importantly, the ASM does not, unlike the EMR, require any damping to rapidly converge to the required
solution (apart from ill-posed problems caused, for example, by extremely high resistances or zero flows with
the Hazen-Williams head loss model). The new formulation, being purely a content formulation, does not include
any sublinear functions. Not requiring damping gives this approach a significant performance advantage. The
authors’ experience, discussed later, is that the ASM takes significantly less wall-clock time than the EMR, and
this is particularly pronounced on large problems. Formal speed testing (something which is beyond the scope
or intent of this paper) would need to be done to confirm this.



The new method has been implemented as part of the SIR 3S software suite (www.3sconsult.com.de) and
successfully demonstrated as part of the ResiWater Project (ResiWater 2018) on networks with more than 50,000
pipes, although no details of that project are reported in this paper.

The iterative algorithm for the new ASM has three block equations. The one which determines the updated
flows is precisely the same as the flows block equation for the EMR. The one which updates the heads is the
same as the block equation for the heads in the EMR but with an additional term that involves the outflows.
The third is a new equation which updates the outflows. This feature means that it is easy, should the need
arise, to switch from the ASM to the EMR method by simply using only the flow update equation and head
update equation with the outflow term omitted.

A number of PORs have appeared in the literature on pressure dependent models (Wagner et al. 1988,
Fujiwara & Ganesharajah 1993, Gupta & Bhave 1996, Germanopoulos 1985).

More recently, Shirzad et al. (2013) studied a variety of POR models and evaluated them against measure-
ments from field and laboratory tests. Their conclusion was that the Wagner POR performed best against their
data. One of the PORs they studied is the sigmoid function which is used to model biological and physical
phenomena which have exponential growth that saturates at some point. The logistic sigmoidal POR , which
derives from the inverse of the logit function (Cramer 2003), was introduced to water distribution by Tanyimboh
& Templeman (2004) to improve on POR models which have discontinuities in their derivatives at minimum and
service pressure head points: discontinuities which can cause convergence di�culties if they are not addressed.
Later, Ciaponi et al. (2015) proposed a Monte-Carlo methodology in which a POR is based on demand flow
simulations in building environments. Internally, the Wagner POR was used at tap flows but after aggregation a
family of sigmoid-shaped curves better fitted the simulation results. Their motivation was to provide a physical
basis for the development of PORs . They recommend the logistic sigmoidal POR for its smoothness and its
sigmoid shape which matches their simulation results. Even so, further research in this area is warranted.

The algorithm for the new method requires slight refinements for some PORs because of the behaviour of
those consumption functions at the points of minimum and service pressure heads. This is because the method
uses the POR and its derivative and the inverse POR and its derivative. For example, the derivative of the
Wagner et al. (1988) POR is undefined at zero and this can cause convergence di�culties in some cases and so
a refinement, discussed below and called “derivative assignment”, is presented which overcomes this di�culty.
Similarly, the inverse of the logistic sigmoidal POR is an a�ne transformation of the logit function and as
a consequence it and its inverse are not defined at 0 and d, the nominal nodal demand. Further, the zero
derivatives at the points of minimum and service pressure heads of the cubic POR of Fujiwara & Ganesharajah
(1993) and the 2-side regularized Wagner POR of Piller et al. (2003) mean that their inverses have infinite
derivatives for values of the outflows at 0 and d. A simple interval reduction strategy is described later which
overcomes these potential numerical problems.

The examples used to illustrate the e↵ectiveness of the new method use a new POR which is introduced:
the 1-side regularized Wagner POR . This POR has a small quadratic regularization segment near the origin to
give it a non-infinite derivative at 0. A second new POR , called the “quadratic” POR is also introduced. The
convergence behaviour of the new method is, in the experience of the authors, remarkably similar for all the
PORs tested, although, of course, the delivery fractions di↵er between the PORs . Table 2 lists the formulae
for the functional form of several PORs in terms of the head fraction z, defined in (1), for z 2 [0, 1].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The next section introduces some definitions and notation
and briefly gives an overview of the PORs considered, the following section introduces the PDM content model
and the section following that develops the active set method which is the main contribution of the paper.
The next section discusses some implementation issues such as initialization, stalled iterations and termination,
derivative assignment and interval reduction and the section following that presents some examples of solution
by the ASM of a small illustrative example and a summary of the comparison between the performance of the
EMR method and the ASM. The solution of the eight case study networks considered in Elhay et al. (2016) is
then used to illustrate the faster convergence of the ASM over the EMR method. A brief report is presented
on the e�cacy of the derivative assignment technique where the unregularized Wagner POR is used with the
ASM and the use of interval reduction for the cubic, logistic and 2-side regularization Wagner PORs is briefly
discussed. An appendix details some of the PORs discussed, their derivatives, their inverses and the derivatives
of their inverses.

DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION



Consider a WDS whose network graph has np links, or arcs, and nj+nf nodes, or vertices: nj is the number
of nodes at which the heads are unknown and nf � 1 is the number of source nodes with fixed heads. The links
of the network include valves, pumps and pipes but in this paper networks with only pipes will be considered.
However, all the results extend naturally to networks with pumps and valves.

Denote by q = (q1, q2, . . . , qnp)
T 2 Rnp the vector of unknown flows in the system, h = (h1, h2, . . . , hnj )

T 2
Rnj the unknown heads at the nodes in the system, u = (u1, u2, . . . , unj )

T 2 Rnj the vector of node elevations
and r(q) = (r1, r2, . . . , rnp)

T the vector of pipe resistance factors. Let A denote the np⇥nj , full rank, unknown-
head arc-node incidence matrix, (ANIM): [A]ji = �1 if node i is at the end of arc j, 0 if arc j does not connect
to the node i and 1 if arc j starts at node i. Let Af denote the ANIM, with a similar definition, for the
fixed-head nodes. Let h0 denote the vector of elevations of the nf fixed-head nodes. Denote a = Afh

0. Denote
by ↵ the exponent used in the head loss formula: ↵ = 2 for the Darcy-Weisbach model and ↵ = 1.852 for the
Hazen-Williams model. Furthermore, denote by G(q) 2 Rnp⇥np the diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements
are defined as [G(q)]jj = rj |qj |↵�1. Then, ⇠(q) = G(q)q is the vector whose elements model the head losses of
the pipes in the system. In general, (e.g. for the Darcy-Weisbach formula) r = r(q) but for the Hazen-Williams
formula r is independent of q. Denote the vector of the given demands at the nodes with unknown-head by
d = (d1, d2, . . . , dnj )

T 2 Rnj . Denote by c(h,d) 2 Rnj the vector whose elements are the consumption function
values at the nj nodes of the system. Throughout what follows, the symbol O denotes a zero matrix and o

denotes a zero column vector of appropriate dimension for the particular case. The shorthand notation x+ a,
where x is a vector and a is a scalar, will be used to denote the case where every component of x has a added
to it. Furthermore, it will be assumed that any matrix inverses which are shown do exist.

Turning now to PDM problems, assume, for simplicity and without loss of generality, that every node has
the same minimum pressure head, hm, and the same service pressure head, hs. Denote a node’s elevation by u
and define the pressure fraction, z(h), by

z(h) =
(h� (hm + u))

(hs � hm)
. (1)

Suppose that �(t) is a bounded, smooth, monotonically increasing function which maps the interval [0, 1]! [0, 1].
In this paper, the POR at a node is defined by

c(h) =

8
<

:

0 if z(h)  0
d �(z(h)) if 0 < z(h) < 1
d if z(h) � 1

. (2)

Previously considered POR functions include the linear POR (Elhay et al. 2016), the cubic POR of Fujiwara
& Ganesharajah (1993), the Heaviside (step function) POR of Bhave (1981) and later Piller & Van Zyl (2007),
the Wagner POR of Wagner et al. (1988), the 2-side regularized Wagner POR of Piller et al. (2003) and the
logistic sigmoidal POR of Tanyimboh & Templeman (2004).

The inverse function of the POR , the head, h(c) expressed as a function of outflow c, will be required for the
development of the active set method (ASM) which is the subject of this paper. But, the function h(c) is not
in general everywhere di↵erentiable and so in its place a multivalued, sub-di↵erential mapping is considered:

h(c) =

8
>>><

>>>:

; if c < 0
(�1, hm + u] if c = 0
(hs � hm)��1

�
c
d

�
+ hm + u if 0 < c < d

[hs + u,+1) if c = d
; if c > d

. (3)

A full discussion of PORs is deferred until after the ASM has been developed and its algorithm presented.
However, we note here that two new PORs are introduced in this paper: (i) cs(h), a 1-side regularized Wagner
POR and (ii) c2(h), a quadratic POR which closely follows the unregularized Wagner POR . Importantly, both
of these new PORs have bounded derivatives for z 2 [0, 1] and their inverses have bounded derivatives for
c 2 [0, d]. The 1-side regularized Wagner POR , cs(z), and its inverse, hs(c), are shown in Fig. 3. The quadratic
POR , c2(z), is shown in Fig. 4 together with the unregularized Wagner POR , cw(z). The maximum point-wise
di↵erence between the two curves is maxz2[0,1] |c2(z)� cw(z)| < 0.15. The Heaviside, or step function POR is
defined by c(h) = 0 if h < hm and d otherwise. It’s structure means that the proofs by which the existence and



uniqueness of the other PORs can be shown do not apply. Even so, the existence and uniqueness of a solution
can be established as will be seen later.

Where pressure dependent systems have been simulated by adding four model elements to every demand
node in a network, the elevation of the reservoir is set to the minimum pressure head, hm, the FCV is set to
the nominal nodal demand d and the minor loss coe�cient of the TCV is chosen so that the head loss for the
flow c = d is set at the service pressure head, hs. The inverse POR function h(c) can be thought of as the head
loss function on the pseudo links in such an arrangement. This approach was first used in EPANET models. It
has the significant disadvantage that it greatly increases the dimension of the problem. Fig. 5 shows such an
arrangement for a demand node.

The Appendix lists the formulae for the linear, quadratic, unregularized Wagner, 1-side Regularized Wagner,
logistic sigmoidal and Heaviside PORs , their derivatives, their inverses and the derivatives of their inverses.
The five inverse POR sub-di↵erential mappings for the inverse linear, h1(c), inverse quadratic, h2(c), inverse
unregularized Wagner, hw(c), inverse 1-side regularized Wagner, hs(c), logistic sigmoidal, h�(c), and inverse
Heaviside, hh(c), functions are shown in Fig. 6. The dashed line shows the regularizing quadratic portion of
hs(c). On the rest of the interval hs(c) and hw(c) are identical.

In this paper the minimization of the content function is achieved by an active set, projected Newton
method that examines the KKT conditions at each iteration. Unlike pure projection methods, where the same
the projection is used until convergence and then adapted, in the new method the projection onto the feasible
set can change significantly at each iteration. Convergence occurs in spite of these large changes.

THE PDM CONTENT MODEL

It was shown in Elhay et al. (2016) that if the PDM content function C(q) is defined by

C(q) =

npX

j=1

Z qj

0
⇠j(s)ds� a

T
q +

njX

i=1

Z �eT
i A

T
q

0
h(s)ds (4)

and the set U is defined by U = {q 2 Rnp |o  �AT
q  d} then the problem of finding minq2U C(q) is associ-

ated with a Lagrangian which can, after some rearrangement, be written as L(q,h) =
Pnp

j=1

R qj
0 ⇠j(s)ds�a

T
q�

h
T
A

T
q�

Pnj

i=1

R hi

hm
c(s)ds and this leads to the unconstrained but equivalent problem of finding minq maxh L(q,h).

The gradient of L(q,h) is f(q,h) =

✓
G(q)q �Ah� a

�AT
q � c(h)

◆
def
=

✓
⇢e

⇢m

◆
and the PDM steady-state heads and flows

are found as the solution of f(q,h) = o. Here ⇢e is the energy residual and ⇢m is the mass balance residual.
Replacing �eTj A

T
q by cj in the last term of (4) allows the definition of a convex and lower semi-continuous

demand-node content function which is associated with the sub-di↵erential mapping in (3):

W (ci) =

8
<

:

1 if ci < 0

(hm + ui)ci + (hs � hm)
R ci
0 ��1

⇣
x
di

⌘
dx if 0  ci  di, di > 0

1 if ci > di

. (5)

The function W takes the special form (hm+ui)ci as proposed in Piller & Van Zyl (2007) for the Heaviside POR .

The Jacobian of f is r
q,h

f(q,h) =

✓
F (q) �A
�AT �E(h)

◆
where F (q) and E(h) are diagonal matrices which are

such that (i) the terms on the diagonal of F (q) are the q-derivatives of the corresponding terms in G(q)q and
(ii) the terms on the diagonal of E are the h-derivatives of the corresponding terms in c(h). The steady-state
heads and flows are found in Elhay et al. (2016) by a Goldstein line-search, damped Newton method which uses
this Jacobian.

The corresponding development for the DDM case has (i) the POR replaced by the constant, nominal
demands d, (ii) the corresponding replacement of the submatrix E(h) by a zero matrix and (iii) the last term
in (4) omitted. The Newton method for the steady-state solutions in the DDM case do not usually require
damping.

AN ACTIVE SET METHOD FOR THE CONTENT MODEL

In this section an active set formulation of this problem is developed which usually requires no damp-
ing and which, in most cases, requires fewer iterations. This method is a natural implementation of the



PDM content model and comes from expressing the head as a function of outflow c. Denote  (ci) = (hs �
hm)

R ci
0 ��1

⇣
x
di

⌘
dx, di > 0, denote  (c) = ( (c1), (c2), . . . , (cnj ))

T and 1 = (1, 1, . . . , 1)T . The to-

tal system content is, noting that W (ci) of (5) is a function of c which is not constrained to have c equal
to �AT

q, defined by C(q, c) =
Pnp

j=1

R qj
0 ⇠j(s)ds +

P
1inj
di>0

W (ci) � a
T
q. The function C(q, c) is strictly

convex and norm-coercive in q and c and this guarantees the existence and uniqueness of the solution pro-
vided the mass balance constraint is not empty. Now, W (cj) in (5) is an unconstrained, convex, lower semi-
continuous, sub-di↵erentiable function but it can be replaced by a constrained di↵erentiable function which
is defined only for 0  ci  di, leading to the total system content function C(q, c) =

Pnp

j=1

R qj
0 ⇠j(s)ds +

P
1inj
di>0

n
(hm + ui)ci + (hs � hm)

R ci
0 ��1

⇣
s
di

⌘
ds
o
� a

T
q. subject to �AT

q � c = o, �c  o, c  d. This

content function is associated with the constrained minimization problem

minq,c C(q, c) = minq,c

⇢Pnp

j=1

R qj
0 ⇠j(s)ds� a

T
q + c

T (u+ hm) +
P

1inj
di>0

 (ci)

�

subject to �A
T
q � c = o, �c  o, c  d.

(6)

An equivalent reduced form of the problem in (6) was proposed by Piller et al. (2003). The function C is, for
the linear, 1-side regularized Wagner and quadratic PORs , strictly convex by virtue of the strict monotonicity
of the head loss functions and it is also norm-coercive (|C(q, c)|!1 if kqk , kck ! 1. In order for a solution
to exist it is only necessary that the polyhedral constraint set �AT

q� c = o and o  c  d is non-empty. The
pipe flows q = o and nodal outflows c = o are trivially feasible solutions for the constraint set and so the PDM
problem consists of the minimization of a strictly convex content function formulated in terms of unknown flows
q, c over a polyhedral set.

The necessary, and in this case su�cient, conditions for a solution to the problem in (6) are given by the
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions. The Lagrangian of (6) is

L(q, c,h,�,µ) =
Pnp

j=1

R qj
0 ⇠j(s)ds� a

T
q + 1T

 (c) + c
T (u+ hm)� h

T (AT
q + c)

+µ
T (c� d)� �T

c subject to � � o, µ � o.
(7)

Here h represents the Lagrange multipliers for the mass balance equality constraint and � and µ are the non-
negative Lagrange multipliers for the inequality constraints in the outflows, c. A constraint is said to be active
or binding if it satisfies equality. Thus, if an outflow, c, is at zero or at the nominal demand d, the corresponding
constraint would be said to be active.

The Lagrangian (7) has exactly one saddle point which minimizes L with respect to q, c and maximizes
L with respect to h,�,µ. Suppose that �⇤ and µ

⇤ are the Lagrangian multipliers of the active constraints.
Setting to zero the derivative of L with respect to q, c,h,�⇤,µ⇤ gives the necessary and, in this case, su�cient
conditions for a minimum. Adding the complementary slackness conditions for the inequality constraints gives
the so called KKT conditions.

If ✓(c) denotes the scaled vector of inverse POR functions ✓(c) = rc (c) = (hs�hm)
�
��1(c1/d1), ��1(c2/d2), . . . ,

��1(cnj/dnj )
�T

then, according to the KKT conditions, the minimum is achieved where

⇠(q)�Ah� a = o (8)

✓(c) + u+ hm � h�L
T
�
⇤ +U

T
µ

⇤ = o (9)

�AT
q � c = o (10)

�Lc = o (11)

U(c� d) = o (12)

where L is a matrix made up of rows of the identity whose indices correspond to those of the nodes at which
the lower constraint is satisfied (or binding) and U is a matrix made up of rows of the identity whose indices
correspond to those of the nodes at which the upper constraint is satisfied. Eq. (8) is the conservation of
energy equation and (9) defines h according to (3). The Lagrange multipliers have a physical interpretation:
µi = [hi�ui�hs]+ represents the surplus pressure in the case of full supply at the node and �i = [hi�ui�hm]�



represents the missing deficit pressure in the case of zero supply. Fig. 7 shows three cases: (a) full delivery, (b)
partial delivery and (c) failure mode. A value of � > 0 (the case shown) indicates that the pressure deficit is �
and a value of µ > 0 (the case shown) indicates a pressure surplus of µ.

Denote by M(c), or just M , where there is no ambiguity, the diagonal matrix whose diagonal elements
contain the c derivatives of the inverse POR function h(c) and recall that the matrix F denotes the diagonal
matrix whose diagonal elements are q-derivatives of the corresponding terms in G(q)q. The Newton-Raphson
iteration for this system takes the form
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The system (13) allows some immediate simplifications. The third block equation reduces to ⇢(m+1)
m =

�AT
q
(m+1) � c

(m+1) = o. Similarly, the fourth block equation reduces to L
(m)T

c
(m+1) = o and the last block

equation reduces to U
(m)

c
(m+1) = U

(m)
d.

It is important to note that the matrices U
(m) and L

(m) are superscripted because the constraints which
are active can change from one iteration to the next. Thus, after each iteration the Lagrange multipliers �i and
µi are checked. A non-negative Lagrange multiplier indicates an active constraint. The matrices U

(m+1) and
L

(m+1) are updated to include the all rows of the identity matrices which correspond to active constraints and
if any of the Lagrange multipliers are negative the corresponding rows of the U

(m+1) and L
(m+1) are removed.

Of course, only one of the two box constraints can be active at any one time. Note that the matrices U and L

are not explicitly formed in the practical implementation of the active set method but they serve here to clarify
the exposition.

The outflows for the nodes at which the constraints are active are no longer unknowns and so they can be
moved to the right-hand-side of the system of equations. This reduces the dimension of the system to be solved.
The details of this process are described in the Appendix. The resulting simplified system is then, with the

selection matrix B
(m) is defined by B
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where M b, cb, ✓b, ub and hb are the quantities which apply to those nodes at which the constraints are not
active, i.e. those nodes where the outflows lie between the upper and lower bounds. The second block row
equation of (14) involves only the nodes which have non-zero demands and are in a pressure deficient condition.
The first block row equation of (14) can be rearranged to give
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(iii) the third block equation of (14) gives, noting that B(m)T
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The dimension of Eq. (17) remains the same whatever the number of active constraints because the selection
matrix B

(m) embeds the required partial delivery elements in a matrix of appropriate dimension. Equations
(15)-(17) form the recurrence relations which are the basis of the iterative ASM for the heads, pipe flows and
nodal outflows of the system.

In fact, equations (15)-(17) bear a striking resemblance to the corresponding equations for the EMR method:
the two equations which define the iteration of the EMR method are (15) exactly as it stands and (17) without
the first term on the right. This observation forms the basis of an algorithmic measure which is described later.

THE ACTIVE SET METHOD ALGORITHM

The algorithm which follows implements the ASM which was developed above. The iteration is run until
either (i) the relative di↵erence between the norms of successive iterates is su�ciently small or (ii) too many
iterations have been executed. The issue of stalled iterations is discussed below.

Let N be the index set of all the nodes with unknown-head. Three index sets Ib, Il, Iu are defined (on-
ly) for the nodes at which the nominal demand is positive, di > 0: The first is Ib, the set of indices i at
which (i) the outflow is between zero and the nominal demand 0 < ci < di, or (ii) the outflow is zero
ci = 0 but the corresponding Lagrange multiplier is negative �i < 0, or (iii) the outflow is at the nominal
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The second is the set Il of indices i at which (i) the outflow is negative ci < 0 or (ii) the outflow is ze-
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Initialization

Initial values of h(0) the heads, q(0) the pipe flows and c
(0), the nodal outflows, the Lagrange multipliers

�
(0) and µ

(0), and the three index sets Ib, Il, Iu are required. These are described below.

The iteration loop

Start loop: For m = 0, 1, 2, . . . repeat steps (a) to (j) until the stopping test is satisfied
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(c) Solve (17) for heads h(m+1)

(d) Use (15) to update the pipe flows q(m+1)

(e) Use (16) to update the nodal outflows c(m+1)
i for which i 2 Ib.
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(h) Update the index sets Ib, Il, Iu.

(i) c
(m+1)  max(c(m+1), 0)

(j) c
(m+1)  min(c(m+1),d)

Unlike the case of pure projection methods, it is unnecessary here to check the final nodal outflows and
Lagrange multipliers to ensure that there are no nodes with c = 0 and � < 0 or c = d and µ < 0 since in that
case the KKT conditions for a minimum cannot have been met.

IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES

Certain issues surrounding the implementation of the ASM are now discussed.
It is worth noting that the inverse of the Heaviside POR is zero for c 2 [0, d] so that the content term

for the nodes reduces to (hm + u)c. So, in that case C(q, c) is not strictly convex. Even so, the equivalent,
alternative formulation C(q) satisfies the required conditions and that establishes the existence and uniqueness
of the solution when that POR is used. However, the zero derivative of the Heaviside POR and its inverse
makes it unsuitable for the ASM as described here.

POR Issues

The cubic POR , c3(h), of Fujiwara & Ganesharajah (1993) has zero derivatives at z = 0 and z = 1 and
this means that the derivative of its inverse grows beyond limit as c approaches 0 or d, limc!0+ h0

3(c) =
limc!d� h0

3(c) = 1. Similarly, for the logistic sigmoidal POR , c�, limz!�1 c0�(z) = limz!+1 c0�(z) = 0 with
the consequence that the derivative of its inverse grows beyond limit as c approaches the ends of the interval
[0, d], limc!0+ h0

�(c) = limc!d� h0
�(c) = 1. In fact, the inverse itself and its derivative are both undefined

at the two end-points of the interval, 0 and d. A similar situation occurs with the 2-side regularized Wagner
consumption function: the inverse function has infinite derivative at the two end-points of the interval, 0 and
d. Fig. 1, which shows the cubic, the 2-side regularized Wagner and logistic sigmoidal PORs and Fig. 2, which
shows their inverses illustrate this point. A di↵erent problem exists with the unregularized Wagner POR , cw(z):
its derivative is undefined at z = 0 and the derivative of its inverse POR , h0

w(c), vanishes at c = 0. These
properties of the PORs may cause the raw ASM to fail in some instances unless they are addressed. But the
refinements that are needed to address them are quite simple and are now described.

Regularizing the M b Matrix by Derivative Assignment when Moving From Il to Ib

Consider the case where the unregularized Wagner POR is used with the ASM. It is possible that a node
that belongs in the set Il with c = 0 and � > 0 in one iteration has, in the next iteration, c = 0 and � < 0.

Such a node is then classified as being in the index set Ib and calculating M
(m)
b would require computing the

derivative of the inverse POR at c = 0 for that node using (18). For the unregularized Wagner POR this

derivative h0
w(0) = 0 and so the matrix M

(m)
b has no inverse and the computations in (16) and (17) fail. The

zero derivative is a consequence of the fact that limz!0+ c0w(z) =1. Recall that at the solution it is impossible
for a node to have outflow c = 0, � < 0 and at the same time to satisfy the KKT conditions. The computational
failure just described can be avoided, for any POR where this occurs, by applying a slight perturbation to the
system: simply assigning a small nonzero value (the value 1 was used in the tests reported in this paper) to
the derivative of the inverse POR . This strategy, called “derivative assignment”, has the e↵ect of putting a
small nonzero term in the corresponding diagonal element (which would otherwise be undefined) of the matrix
E

(m) and could be considered as similar to a partial regularization use of Levenberg Marquardt damping to the
system. Alternatively, it can be seen as a restarting of the iteration. Importantly, it does not a↵ect the solution
since it is impossible to have c = 0 and � < 0 when the KKT conditions are met. Some examples using this
technique are reported in a later section.

Interval Reduction

The di�culties associated with the cubic, the logistic sigmoidal and the 2-side regularized Wagner PORs
can be easily handled by reducing the c-interval from c/d 2 [0, 1] to c/d 2 [�, 1� �], small � > 0. To e↵ect this



change requires only (i) modifying the definitions of the three index sets Il, Ib, Iu and (ii) changing steps (i)
and (j) of the algorithm to restrict the values of c to lie in the interval [d�, d(1� �)]. In the tests reported below
the logistic sigmoidal and cubic PORs were successfully used on the eight case study networks with results
that di↵ered in infinity norm by no more than 10�6, the same value as the stopping tolerance that was used to
terminate the iterations. The value � = 10�5 was used in those tests.

Initialization

Three starting schemes were investigated: one, Sb, that sets the initial outflow values at the center of the
interval [0, d], one, Su, which sets them to the upper limit d and one, Sl, which sets them to the lower limit 0.
The parameter values for these three starting schemes are shown in Table 3.

In all the tests on the eight case study networks (discussed later) the scheme, Sb which sets the initial
outflows to d/2 most often resulted in fewer iterations. For example, one test was conducted in which the
demand magnification factor for the eight case study networks was set at 1 (so as to make the problems almost
DDM problems in which the delivery fractions for all networks were between 70 and 99%) and the two starting
schemes Sb and Su were compared. It might be thought that the starting scheme Su would provide a better
initialization for this case seeing that most of the nodes in the networks would be at, or close to, full delivery
mode. However, the di↵erence between the number of EMR iterations for the two starting schemes Sb and Su

was mostly zero, a few times 1 and on one occasion 4. Similarly, the di↵erence between the number of ASM
iterations for the two starting schemes Sb and Su was mostly zero, once 1 and once 2. In other words, the
methods seems to be rather insensitive to the starting values on these networks. Consequently, the schemes
Sl and Su were not further investigated. It is worth noting that the practice of using the extended period
simulation solution at one time step as the starting values for the next time step saves computation time in
many cases.

Stalled Iterations and Termination

Iterative schemes such as the ASM and the EMR method are typically stopped if either a stopping test
based on the small size of the relative di↵erence between successive iterates is satisfied or if too many iterations
have been performed. It is sometimes the case that the prescribed stopping tolerance for the test based on
successive iterates is set too small with the result that iterate di↵erences reach a lower limit beyond which they
never reduce regardless of however many more iterations are run. This phenomenon occurs when the updates
to the iterates in the algorithm being used compute to something that is at floating point roundo↵ level for
the computation engine being used. To avoid this phenomena the computation can be stopped by monitoring
the slope of a line of best fit to the most recent iterate di↵erences and triggering a stop condition if that slope
is su�ciently small. For example, the codes used for the simulations reported in this study used the three
most recent iterate di↵erences and triggered a stop condition when the slope of the best fit line to those three
di↵erences was smaller than 10�5. The experience of the authors is that the EMR method rarely exhibits this
phenomena and the iterate di↵erences regularly reduce to below any stopping tolerance which is larger than a
modest multiple of machine epsilon. In some cases, though, the ASM does exhibit this phenomena for larger
stopping tolerances. However, the similarity between the equations for the two methods, described earlier,
allows a simple and e↵ective method for dealing with this phenomena when it occurs with the ASM: using
(15), dropping the second equation (16) and using (17) with the first term on the right omitted is equivalent to
switching from the ASM to the EMR method. Seeing that this phenomena typically occurs when the stalled
ASM solution is close to the required solution, the EMR method used in this context does not require line
search. Thus, the switch from ASM to EMR in this setting is extremely simple and e↵ective. None of the
examples reported in this study required this switch but it is the experience of the authors that this strategy is
necessary for some problems.

EXAMPLES

All the calculations reported in this paper were conducted using codes specially written for the package
Matlab R2016b (Mathworks 2016) and which exploit the sparse matrix arithmetic facilities available in that
package. Matlab implements arithmetic that conforms to the IEEE Double Precision Standard and so machine
epsilon for all these calculations was 2.2⇥ 10�16.



An example network

The network shown in Fig. 8 is now used to demonstrate the ASM. In this network (i) all pipes have length
500 m (ii) all diameters are 300 mm (iii) all roughnesses are 0.03 mm (iv) the demands at nodes 1,3,4 are 0.25
m3/s and the demand at node 2 is 0.375 m3/s (v) the source elevation is 20 m (vi) the minimum pressure head
hm = 0 m and the service pressure head is hs = 20 m (vii) the POR used is the 1-side regularized Wagner.
The iterations were run until the relative di↵erence between successive head, flow, and outflow iterates di↵ered
in infinity norm by less than 10�6. Throughout the computation all four nodes with unknown head were in
the index set Ib. It took the EMR method 8 outer iterations and 14 line search steps to satisfy the stopping
test while the ASM took seven iterations to satisfy the corresponding stopping test. The four solution nodes
were in partial delivery mode at steady state and delivered between 22 and 33% of the required demands. As
a whole, the system produced a delivery fraction �f = 25% of the required total demand. The heads and
flows of the solutions by the two methods di↵ered in infinity norm by less than 4⇥ 10�16 (consistent with the
quadratic convergence behaviour that would be expected from the Newton method). No additional EMR steps
were required in the application of the ASM.

The results in Table 4 summarize the convergence data for this example. Columns 2 to 4 show the relative
di↵erences between successive iterates
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and columns 5-7 show the norms of the energy residuals, ⇢(m)
e , mass residuals, ⇢(m)

m , and outflow residuals
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(m)
b � h

(m)
b + hm + ub. The quadratic convergence of the Newton method is clearly evidenced by the

approximate doubling of the number of correct decimal digits as the iterates approach the solution (Isaacson &
Keller 1966, 93).

Eight case study networks

The EMR and ASM were applied to the eight case study networks with between 934 and 19,647 pipes and
between 848 and 17,971 nodes and which were discussed in Elhay et al. (2016). The convergence behaviours of
the two methods on these networks were compared. In all cases (i) the given network nominal demands were
magnified by a factor of 5 to ensure a genuine PDM problem, (ii) the 1-side regularized Wagner POR was used
(iii) the same starting values, Sb, were used for both methods and (iv) the stopping tolerance for the infinity
norms of the relative di↵erences between successive iterates was set at 10�6.

Define the quantities

⌧h = � log10 khemr � hasmk1 and ⌧q = � log10 kqemr � qasmk1 (19)

(essentially, the number of decimal digits of agreement between the heads and flows solutions of the two methods)
and denote by na the number of ASM iterations required to satisfy the stopping test. Denote by ne1 the number
of outer iteration of the EMR method and by ne2 the number of line search steps taken by the EMR method
to satisfy the stopping test. The computational cost of a line search step in an EMR iteration is smaller than
the cost of an EMR outer iteration. Therefore, the values of the ratios ⇣ = na/(ne1 +

1
2ne2), expressed as

percentages, were used to compare the computational costs of the two methods.
The results are summarized in Table 5. The following remarks can be made. The solutions for the ASM

and EMR agree to between 6.8 and 11.3 decimal digits. This is consistent with an iteration stopping tolerance
used of 10�6. The ASM took between 34% and 70% of the number of iterations, as measured by ⇣, of the EMR
method to satisfy the stopping test: the EMR method took between 8 and 15 outer iterations and between 7
and 25 inner iterations over the 8 networks while the ASM took between 9 and 11 iterations. This represents
a considerable computational saving. None of the ASM runs on these examples required additional EMR steps
to satisfy the stopping test. Results very similar to these were obtained for the quadratic and linear PORs .

Table 6 shows the wall clock time comparison for the two methods as reported by the Matlab profiler. These
times are indicative only since, while all care was taken to make the codes e�cient, no serious e↵ort was made to
optimize the codes for execution times because it is well known that Matlab timings are not normally used for
this type of comparison. This is because the built-in functions in Matlab are extremely fast while running the
interpretive codes in the program scripts can be quite slow (as could be expected in a research and development



package). Nevertheless, the significantly faster run times (five times faster in some cases) point to a method
that further testing could confirm as being more rapid than the EMR. This further testing is beyond the scope
or intent of this paper.

To illustrate the necessity to use the derivative assignment technique, the ASM was applied to the eight case
study networks with the POR modelled by the unregularized Wagner formula. When no derivative assignment
was used networks N3, N4, N6, N7 and N8 did not solve because of the zero derivative of the inverse POR at
c = 0 but the ASM solved all eight networks when derivative assignment was used.

In addition, eight virtual control networks which are the equivalents of the eight case study networks were
constructed along the lines suggested by Fig. 5 and EPANET 2.0 was then applied to these networks. The
column in Table 5 headed nE shows the number of iterations that were required by EPANET to solve the
equivalent virtual control networks using the unregularized Wagner POR . The larger number of iterations
taken by EPANET are no doubt due in part to the very much larger dimensions of the equivalent virtual control
networks. Network N5 remained unbalanced by EPANET after more than 500 iterations. But, while the greater
number of iterations required by EPANET is a disadvantage, the convergence failure and the large number of
virtual control devices which need to be added to the original network are far more serious disadvantages (see
Table 1).

Early active set methods allowed only one constraint to be added or released at a time (Hager & Zhang 2006),
sometimes resulting in very slow convergence. Later developments led to methods, like the one presented in
this paper, that add or release many constraints at once. To illustrate this point the number of nodes in the
three index sets Il, Ib and Iu were recorded at each of the nine iterations that were required to solve for the
heads, pipe flows and nodal outflows of the case study networks N1 and N7 by the ASM. Table 7 shows the
set counts for those calculations. For N1, the starting scheme, Sb put all 474 nodes into the index set Ib and
fully 425 of those nodes had moved by the end of the first iteration to set Iu. That is to say, the state of
425 constraints had changed from inactive to active in one step. Iterations 2, 3 and 4 also show many nodes
changing set membership but even so, the method appears to accommodate these rapid changes of state very
robustly. This example and the data for N7, also in Table 7, is typical of the behaviour observed in all the tests
conducted for this paper.

CONCLUSIONS

A new, fast and robust method for determining the steady-state heads, pipe flows and nodal outflows of
WDSs using PDM has been presented. The new procedure is a content-based active set method and has been
convincingly shown to take fewer iterations than its best competitor, the EMR method, for PDM problems.
The authors believe that exhaustive testing (which is beyond the scope or intent of this paper) will establish
that the method is very much faster (maybe several times faster in terms of wall-clock time) than the EMR
method. The method is attractive because (i) it does not, like the EMR method, require damping, (ii) it does
not require the addition of virtual elements to the model and more importantly, (iii) it succeeds in some cases
where the EMR and EPANET fail and (iv) the new formulation is well-suited to superlinear characteristics
which are associated with good convergence. The new method has box constraints whereas the EMR method
has linear constraints which require selective projection techniques and these are harder to deal with.

The ASM requires slight refinement when used with some PORs : in particular, unregularized Wagner POR ,
the 2-side regularized Wagner POR , the logistic sigmoidal POR and the cubic POR . The unregularized Wagner
POR needs the derivative assignment technique described above and the cubic, logistic and 2-side regularized
Wagner need the interval reduction technique, also described above. The linear, quadratic, 1-side regularized
Wagner and any other PORs with non-zero derivatives at the minimum and service pressure head points can
all be used with the ASM as it stands without refinement.

Eight virtual control networks which are equivalent to the eight case study networks previously considered
in Elhay et al. (2016) were generated along the lines in Fig. 5. The huge increase in the number of degrees of
freedom and control devices necessary in such models clearly established that the new technique is far preferable
to this approach. Furthermore, when EPANET 2 was applied to these networks with the unregularized Wagner
POR , EPANET failed to converge for one of the networks while the ASM correctly found the solution for that
network in just eight iterations.

There are cases where an iterative method stalls, for example, where the stopping tolerance for that particular
method is set too small. In the event that the ASM stalls close to a solution it is possible to easily switch to
the EMR which can, in some cases, produce solutions with smaller residuals. Although this switch was not



required in any of the tests reported in this paper, it is remarkably easy to implement and typically does not
require damping or line search.

The operation of the ASM was demonstrated on an illustrative network and then the method was convinc-
ingly shown to take fewer iterations than its main competitor, the EMR method, on eight real, or realistic, case
study networks with up to about 20,000 pipes and 18,000 nodes.

APPENDIX

REDUCING THE DIMENSION OF THE SYSTEM TO BE SOLVED

This appendix describes the rearrangement of (13) that reduces it to (14). This significantly reduces the
dimension of the non-linear system to be solved.

The nj nodes in the system are reordered into three block columns: the first for the nodes at which the
outflow is dependent on the pressure, the second for the nodes at which the outflow is zero because of insu�cient
pressure and the third for the nodes at which there is full supply because the pressure is higher than the specified
service pressure head. The matrix M and the selection matrices L and U are reordered
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The system (13) is, with the obvious reordering of the columns of A, now
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u
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b � h
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b
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(m)
l
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(m)
u
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1

CCCCCCCCCCCCCA
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�
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BBBBBBBBBBBBB@
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e
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(m)
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⇤(m)

hs � hu
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�A
T
b q

(m) � c
(m)
b

�A
T
l q

(m) � c
(m)
l

�A
T
uq

(m) � c
(m)
u

c
(m)
l

c
(m)
u �U

(m)
d

1

CCCCCCCCCCCCCA

(20)

The last two block equations assert that the outflows at nodes with insu�cient pressure are zero, c(m+1)
l = o,

and that the outflows at nodes with pressure higher than the service pressure head are the full, nominal demands,

c
(m+1)
u = U

(m)
d. Thus, (i) block columns 3 and 4 and block rows 8 and 9 of the system matrix, (ii) block rows

3 and 4 of the vector on the left can be dropped and (iii) block rows 8 and 9 of the vector on the right of the
system can therefore be dropped to give the reduced system
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. (21)

Similarly, the third block equation in (21) gives the relation �
⇤(m+1) = hm + ul � h

(m+1)
l and the fourth block

equation in (21) gives µ⇤(m+1) = h
(m+1)
u �uu �hs which allows (i) block rows 3 and 4 and block columns 6 and 7 of the

matrix in (21) to be dropped, (ii) block rows 6 and 7 of the vector on the left and (iii) block rows 3 and 4 of the vector
on the right to be dropped. The resulting system is
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1
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b
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l q

(m)
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d

1

CCCCA
. (22)

If the selection matrix B
(m) is defined by B

(m) =
�nb nl nu

nb I O O
�
, then (22) can be written more compactly as (14).

POR MODELS, INVERSES AND DERIVATIVES

The general form of a POR , c(h), was defined in (2) and the general form of the inverse POR was defined in (3).
In this appendix are listed, for the interval 0 < z(h) < 1, the functional forms of particular PORs and their derivatives.
Also listed are the functional forms, for the interval 0 < c < d, of the corresponding inverse POR functions and their
derivatives. Only those PORs which have been used in this study are presented.

The linear POR is c1(h) = d z(h) and its derivative is c01(h) = d/(hs � hm). The inverse is h1(c) = hm +u+(hs �
hm)(c/d) and its derivative is h0

1(c) = (hs � hm)/d.
A quadratic POR which loosely follows the Wagner function but which, unlike the Wagner POR , has a finite

derivative at z = 0 is introduced. With z as in (1) this POR is defined by c2(h) = d
4 z(h)(7� 3z(h)) and its derivative is

c02(h) =
d
4 (7�6z(h))/(hs�hm). The inverse POR is h2(c) = hm+u+ 1

6 (hs � hm)
⇣
7�

p
49� 48(c/d)

⌘
and its derivative is

h0
2(c) = 4(hs � hm)/

⇣
d
p

49� 48(c/d)
⌘
In fact, maxz2[0,1] |c2(z)�cw(z)| < 0.15. This POR has the properties c2(0) = 0,

c02(0) = 7d/(4(hs � hm)), c2(1) = d and, importantly for the ASM method, the derivative of the inverse at c = d is not
infinite, h0

2(d) = 1/c02(1) = 4(hs � hm)/d. Fig. 4 shows the POR c2(z) and the unregularized Wagner POR , cw(z),
together.

The (Unregularized) Wagner POR (Wagner et al. 1988) is defined by cw(h) = d
p

z(h). Its derivative is c0w(h) =

d/
⇣
2(hs � hm)

p
z(h)

⌘
and so the inverse POR is hw(c) = hm + u + (hs � hm) (c/d)2 . The derivative of the inverse

POR is h0
w(c) = 2(hs � hm)

�
c/d2

�
.

The new, 1-side regularized Wagner POR , cs(z), is derived from the Wagner POR by replacing the original
square root function by a quadratic on the interval [0, ✏], ✏ > 0 some small number. The quadratic is chosen to agree
with the Wagner POR and it’s derivative at the point ✏, and to have a finite derivative at z = 0. It therefore has the
following properties cs(0) = 0, cs(✏) = d

p
✏, c0s(✏) = d/(2(hs � hm)

p
✏) making it C0 on z 2 [0, 1].

This POR is defined, on z 2 [0, ✏], by the quadratic cs(h) = dz(3✏� z)/ (2✏
p
✏) . Its derivative on the same interval is

c0s(h) = d(3✏� 2z)/ (2✏
p
✏(hs � hm)) . Its inverse on [0, d

p
✏] is given by hs(c) = hm+u+(hs�hm)

⇣
3✏
2 � 1

2

q
9✏2 � 8✏

p
✏
�
c
d

�⌘



and its derivative on that same interval is given by h0
s(c) = 2(hs � hm)✏

p
✏/

⇣
d
q

9✏2 � 8✏
p
✏
�
c
d

�⌘
. This POR , its inverse

and their derivatives exactly match the unregularized Wagner POR on the complementary intervals. Fig. 3 shows the
one-side regularized Wagner POR , cs(h), and its inverse. The solid line represents the quadratic component of the POR
and the dashed line represents the original Wagner component.

For 0 < z < 1, the Heaviside POR (Bhave 1981, Piller & Van Zyl 2007) is defined by ch(h) = d and its derivative
c0(h) = 0 for all h. Its inverse is given by hh(c) = hm + u and the derivative of its inverse is zero, h0

h(c) = 0 for all
0 < c < d.

The logistic, sigmoidal or exponential POR of (Tanyimboh & Templeman 2004) is given, with z as in (1), by

c�(h) = d e↵+�z

1+e↵+�z . It is based on the inverse of the logit function, logit(x) = ln(x/(1�x)), since logit�1(x) = 1/(1+e�x).
In the absence of empirical data by which to determine the parameters ↵,�, they can be assigned values by choosing
a small parameter � and then using ↵ = logit(�) and � = �2↵. The h-derivative of the logistic sigmoidal POR on

the interval 0 < z < 1 is given by c0�(h) = d �
hs�hm

e↵+�z

(1+e↵+�z)2
and the inverse POR for 0 < c < d is given by

h�(c) = hm + u+ hs�hm
�

⇣
ln

⇣
c

d�c

⌘
� ↵

⌘
. Finally, the derivative of the inverse is given by h0

�(c) =
(hs�hm)

�
1

c(1�c/d) .

The inverse logistic function can also be expressed in terms of the quantile function for the logistic distribution
(Gilchrist 2000): the inverse logistic is the quantile function Q(p;µ, s) with p = c/d, s = (hm � hs)/� and µ =
hm + u � ↵

� /(hs � hm). Thus, µ = hm + u + (hs � hm)/2 = (hs + hm)/2 + u. Then, Q0(p; s) = s/(p(1 � p)) and so

h0
�(c) = Q0(p; s) 1

d .
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other four networks N2, N5, N6 and N8 are not freely available either because they are proprietary or because of security
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Table 1: Table showing the basic network statistics for the eight original case study networks and the statistics
for the corresponding virtual control device equivalent network.

ID np nj nf nv
p + nv

c nv
j nv

f
(nv

p+nv
c )

np
nv
j /nj nv

f/nf

N1 934 848 8 2356 1796 482 2.52 2.12 60.25

N2 1118 1039 2 3101 2361 663 2.77 2.27 331.50

N3 1976 1770 4 7286 5310 1774 3.69 3.00 443.50

N4 2465 1890 3 7292 5108 1612 2.96 2.70 537.33

N5 2508 2443 2 6231 4925 1243 2.48 2.02 621.50

N6 8584 8392 2 18103 14738 3175 2.11 1.76 1587.50

N7 14830 12523 7 46486 33627 10559 3.13 2.69 1508.43

N8 19647 17971 15 65643 48635 15347 3.34 2.71 1023.13

Note: The last three columns show the ratios of the link, node and source numbers.

Table 2: Formulae for functional form in terms of the head fraction, z on 0  z  1 for various PORs discussed
in this paper.

POR Reference �(z)

Linear Elhay et al. (2016) z

Quadratic The present study z
4 (7� 3z)

Cubic Fujiwara & Ganesharajah
(1993)

z2(3� 2z)

Unregularized
Wagner

Wagner et al. (1988)
p
z

1-side Regularized
Wagner

The present study

⇢ z(3✏�z)
2✏

p
✏

if z < ✏
p
z if z � ✏

2-side Regularized
Wagner

Piller et al. (2003) See Piller et al. (2003)

Logistic Sigmoidal Tanyimboh & Templeman
(2004)

e↵+�z

1+e↵+�z

Heaviside Piller & Van Zyl (2007)

⇢
0 if z < 0
1 if z � 0



Table 3: The values of various parameters for the three starting schemes Sl, Sb and Su, which were used.

Parameter Sl Sb Su

v
(0) (m/s) 1/3 1/3 1/3

c
(0) (L/s) o

1
2d d

h
(0) (m) hm + u� 1 h(c(0)) hs + u+ 1

�
(0) (m) 1 �

⇣
h

(0) � hm � u

⌘
�(hs � hm)� 1

µ
(0) (m) �(hs � hm)� 1 h

(0) � hs � u 1

I(0)
l {i 2 N |di > 0} ; ;

I(0)
b ; {i 2 N |di > 0} ;

I(0)
u ; ; {i 2 N |di > 0}

Note: The initial flows are derived from an initial fluid velocity, v(0), of 1/3 m/s.

Table 4: The convergence data for the ASM applied to the illustrative network shown in Fig. 8

.

m �(m)
h �(m)

q �(m)
cb

���⇢(m)
e

���
1

���⇢(m)
m

���
1

���⇢(m)
cb

���
1

1 9.68 10�01 5.06 10�01 2.74 10�01 5.46 10+00 7.40 10�16 1.31 10+00

2 7.67 10�01 3.68 10+00 7.99 10�01 1.07 10+00 1.48 10�16 1.88 10+00

3 3.91 10�01 4.28 10�02 4.29 10�01 1.45 10�01 1.85 10�16 2.33 10�01

4 7.83 10�02 9.06 10�03 9.36 10�02 5.00 10�03 1.11 10�16 9.06 10�03

5 2.94 10�03 5.62 10�04 4.16 10�03 7.00 10�06 1.48 10�16 1.68 10�05

6 4.24 10�06 2.42 10�06 8.59 10�06 1.46 10�11 7.40 10�17 7.16 10�11

7 1.58 10�11 1.92 10�11 3.95 10�11 1.39 10�18 1.30 10�16 4.44 10�16

Note: see the section entitled “An Example Network” for the column heading definitions.

Table 5: Network characteristics and comparison of the performance of the ASM and the EMR methods
applied to eight case study networks each with a demand magnification factor fmag = 5. The numbers n⇥ with
⇥ = a, e, E designate iteration counts for the ASM, EMR and EPANET methods, respectively.

ID np nj nf ne1 ne2
ne1+
ne2

na nE ⌧q ⌧h �f% ⇣%

N1 934 848 8 9 9 18 9 14 6.8 7.1 89.0 67

N2 1118 1039 2 9 8 17 9 21 7.7 10.6 65.6 69

N3 1976 1770 4 14 25 39 9 16 9.8 10.9 93.9 34

N4 2465 1890 3 15 25 40 11 20 11.3 10.2 27.4 40

N5 2508 2443 2 8 7 15 8 510⇤ 8.2 9.7 51.3 70

N6 8584 8392 2 8 7 15 8 31 8.7 9.5 70.6 70

N7 14830 12523 7 10 13 23 9 15 9.7 10.2 59.6 55

N8 19647 17971 15 10 9 19 10 41 9.4 10.4 97.7 69

⇤
EPANET 2 “solution unbalanced after 510 trials” (iterations). See Eq. (19) for the definitions of

⌧h, and ⌧q . The delivery fractions are shown by �f and ⇣ shows the savings as defined in the text.



Table 6: Indicative wall clock times for the ASM and EMR runs on the eight case study networks as reported
by the Matlab profiler.

Net ASM (s) EMR (s) ASM
EMR%

N1 0.150 0.250 60

N2 0.150 0.250 60

N3 0.190 0.730 26

N4 0.240 0.900 27

N5 0.200 0.400 50

N6 0.440 1.950 23

N7 1.380 8.248 17

N8 1.798 10.150 18

Note: While all care was taken to make the

codes e�cient, no serious e↵ort

was made at optimization of code

execution for the reasons given in the text.

Table 7: The counts of the number of members in each of the three sets Il, Ib and Iu in each of the nine
iterations required to solve the networks N1 and N7 by the ASM.

N1 N7

Itern. Il Ib Iu Il Ib Iu

0 0 474 0 0 10552 0

1 0 49 425 0 3350 7202

2 1 67 406 175 9573 804

3 8 171 295 438 9370 744

4 11 143 320 423 9346 783

5 13 140 321 437 9330 785

6 13 140 321 446 9322 784

7 13 140 321 447 9321 784

8 13 140 321 447 9321 784

9 13 140 321 447 9321 784



Figure 1: The cubic POR , c3(z), the logistic sigmoidal POR c�(z) and the 2-side regularized Wagner POR ,
cr(z), (with exaggerated intervals of regularization). The dashed line in cr(z) is the original Wagner curve and
the solid lines show the regularization cubics.

Figure 2: The inverses of the cubic, h�1
3 (c), 2-side regularized Wagner, h�1

r (c), and logistic sigmoidal, h�1
� (c),

PORs . The inverses of the cubic and the 2-side regularized Wagner PORs have infinite derivatives at 0 and d
and the inverse of the logistic sigmoidal POR is undefined at 0 and d.



Figure 3: The 1-side regularized Wagner POR , cs(z(h)) (with ✏ = 1/20 and d = 1) and its inverse. The solid
lines represent the quadratic component, p2(c), of the POR and of its inverse, p�1

2 (c), and the dashed lines
represent the original Wagner component,

p
z,and its inverse, (c/d)2.

Figure 4: The new quadratic POR , �2(z), (showing its finite derivative at z = 0) for d = 1 and the unregularized
Wagner POR , �w(z), (showing its infinite derivative at z = 0). The point-wise distance between the two curves
|c2(z)� cw(z)| < 0.15 for 0  z  1.



pipe POR node
h=hm

FCV
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reservoir

Figure 5: Using virtual elements (FCV, TCV, link with CV, reservoir) to model a pressure dependent node.

Figure 6: The multivalued, sub-di↵erential mappings, h(c), (derived from the inverse POR ) given in (3) for
the head expressed in terms of outflow for the linear, h1(c), quadratic, h2(c), 1-side regularized Wagner, hs(c),
unregularized Wagner, hw(c) and Heaviside, hh(c), PORs . The dashed line depicts the quadratic component
of hs(c). On the rest of the interval hs(c) overlays hw(c).
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Figure 7: Illustration showing the physical meaning of some of the variables in the system (8)-(12)



Figure 8: The example network used to illustrate the ASM.
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